
1 st ANNUAL DAY 200809 

“PRAGATHI” 

PRAKROSHETENA GACHATHI ITHI PRAGATHI 

“Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress and working together is success”. 

PRAGATHI 20082009 was a reflection of year long efforts in trying to trap the potential of our 
children here and imbibe in them certain values that are intrinsic part of our glorious culture and 
heritage as the very name of our esteem institution says, Jain Heritage School. 

Here is a glimpse of the events of the mesmerizing evening where in the JHS family entertained the 
audience portraying the various cultures across the world in an unbelievable manner. 

The students of Grade 3 performed Yakshagana in their beautiful traditional attire and make over. 
Grade 6 put up the Kamsale dance form which depicted folk culture of Karnataka in their 
authentic dance steps. This was followed by contemporary dance by Grade 7 children, who gave 
us the glimpse of procession of lord Ganesha in their contemporary style. 

All the dance forms were performed in a very professional style and our children mastered the skills 
of art in a very short span of time. Rehearsals made our children perfect the various skills. It’s indeed 
true practice makes the man perfect. 

The concept of MI i.e. the multiple intelligence was displayed through Hindi, Kannada and Sanskrit 
plays. 

Travel was made easy and the world was brought on the stage. Yes, the world dance by Grade VIII 
children proved that the world is indeed small through squaredance, waltz and puppet dances. 
The grade V children presented Japanese dance in their traditional dress and props. The elegance 
of dance steps was beautifully combined with music of martial arts. 

Sports are integral part of JHS. The ideology of JASE i.e. incorporation of sports in main stream 
education was beautifully displayed by grade IV children through their sports dance. The children 
brought in the cricket pitch the tennis court and the foot ball ground on the stage giving a feeling 
to our parents to jump onto the stage to play! 

Moments to cherish and remember for the years to come! 

The eventful evening witnessed the outstanding achievers of the year 20082009. There were four 
categories mapped namely Shraddha, Pragathi, Swadhiyayana and the Sampoorna. 
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CATEGORY 

Shraddha: In this category, the children who exhibited sensitivity for the various situations and have 
behaved sensibly under all conditions were given away the prizes. 

Pragathi: As the name suggests, those children who’ve reflected consistent, continuous progress in 
all the areas were identified and were given away the prizes by our own privileged parents. 

Swadhyayana; The self motivated and dedicated students who managed their academics and 
activities independently were chosen for this category. 

Sampoorna: Yes, the shining stars of the respective classes for their continuous progress and 
development in all the areas. The role models were awarded with this prestigious award by our own 
beloved chairman who is himself a role model for many. The award ceremony further reached its 
height with motivating ideas shared by our own chairman. 

Added sparkle to the evening was the motivating and inspiring speech by the dynamic personality 
of JGI none other than our Chairman Shri.Chenraj Jain. The gathering was spell bound by his 
magnetic words. He’s a man with a vision who knows how to dream big and lead the dream to 
reality by nurturing them with dedication and devotion. 

FELICITATION CEREMONY 

Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu 

How can we forget the force behind the cultural activities which saw the success through out the 
year? They were none other than our guest faculty of Performing Arts group. These are the 
personalities who’ve achieved excellence and expertise in their respective fields. All our seven 
gurus were honored by our school authorities; we owe heart full thanks to all of them for 
enlightening the young disciples. 

The School Orchestra rocked the evening playing the tunes from Metallic and final count down. 
Spell bound performance by our young Drummers rocked the evening. We’ve rising A R Rahmans, 
Shivamanis coming to the world of music. 

The young children from grade III to VIII presented melodious enhancing piece of music which was 
a medley, truly in the contemporary style. 

Silence speaks volumes. True, the finale symbolized the world peace where in all the participants of 
this gala evening paned on the hope of peace and knowledge with lamps in their hands. The 
absolute Bliss was experienced by the audience amidst silence. 
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OUR ACHIEVERS 

Grade SHRADDHA 
“Most well behaved 
in the class” 

PRAGATI 
“Most commendable 
progess” 

SWADHAYAYANA 
“Academic achiever 
of the class” 

SAMPOORNA 
“Shining star of 
the class” 

3 Nayan H Patel Sreekanth Omprakash Laya Nagireddy Masih Ahmed 

4 Mayur M Shravya A Harini Sudhakar Harshika G 

5 Praneeth V Navani G Adarsh Jain S Aakansh Vinay 
Disley 

6 Smitha M Gowtham Hebbar Deepthi R Anirudh K M 

7 Amy Binu Suzanna Harshit Patwari Nithila Malathi 
Anbumurali 

Aishwarya M 
Sastry 

8 Nagasaranya Ankit Arvind Lakshmi Spandhana Yamini V 

The journey towards ‘PRAGATHI’ is indeed worth remembering ……………………………. 
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